
Bonus Poker
Two deal poker game, where we can play even on four tables, regarding to the bonuses it is familiar
with the CLASSIC POKER game which is also in this packet. The game is played with 52 cards
without joker on each table.

Playing the game
With the BET button the value of one deal is adjustable on one table. The HOLD5 button sets the
number of the tables/rows. By pressing the START the price of the game – the value if the bet
multiplied by the number of tables – is deducted from the CREDIT. The first deal is always on the
first table (the lowest row). The given winning combinations are automatically held by the program,
but the player can change it. If the player plays on multiple tables the held cards copied into the
other playing rows. If there is no held, then the next deal will be the first deal. In the second deal
new cards will be dealt into the not held places in the first row, and into the empty spaces the above
rows. The valuation happens by rows, the base of the prize is the bet on one table. The first deal can
be accepted by the player (with the BET button), it is not mandatory to have a second deal. The
bonus rewards triggered by any bonus combination on any table. The reward is transferable to the
doubling game.



BONUS of 4
This bonus is displayed by a magic number in the BONUS 4 field, the default values is 5. This
means, to achieve this bonus reward a poker combination is required from fives. With this bonus
poker the player wins the fivefold of the normal poker reward. After this in the BONUS 4 field the
number changes to 6, and then this bonus is achievable by a six poker. The reward is equal of the
six fold of a normal poker price. This number then increases to 7, 8, 9 and to 10. If the 10 bonus is
won, the prize is tenfold of the normal poker reward and the BONUS 4 counter returns to its default
value, five and the game continues in this order.

BONUS of 3
The value of these bonus rewards are displayed on the lower left part of the screen the BONUS 3
field: which is 3 x “magic number” x BET. Under it there are 10 squares with numbers and red
arrows. The player can win this BONUS 3 during the “3 of a kind” reward with the magic numbers.
After each bonus reward (all of them must be 6 card), in the square fields the highest number is
replaced by a red arrow. As soon as all numbers are replaced throughout to one with arrows, then
the colour of the reward row is changed to red and the bonus reward increased as many times as the
magic number.  After the bonus prize is changed to this  higher value,  all  of the red arrows are
removed and in the square fields the numbers from 10 to 1 appears in a descending order. This
bonus is directly depends from the number in the BONUS 4 field, if the sum of this number is 10,
then the increased bonus will be the three collected reward: 3 x 10 x 10 x BET.



Bets and reward multipliers
The lowest and highest limit of the selectable bet is adjustable by the operator. To see the Paytable
press the HOLD4 button or on dual screens it is displayed on the second monitor. Examples of the
various prizes are displayed on the information screen, this can be called by pressing the HOLD4
button or it is on the second monitor.

High pair Line bet × 1

Two pair Line bet × 2

Three of a kind Line bet × 3

Straight Line bet × 8

Flush Line bet × 12

Full house Line bet × 20

Poker Line bet × 60

Straight flush Line bet × 100

Royal flush Line bet × 600

Bonus of 3 Line bet × Bonus number × 3

Bonus of 4 Line bet × Bonus number × 60


